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English

Daily reading (children - home and school).
LaSaCaWaC (spellings) with test each Monday.
Handwriting linked to weekly spellings.
Comprehension: different stories; same author. Finding facts, extended
stories,understanding information texts, poetry.
Grammar: statements, questions and exclamations. Pronouns, contractions, commas,
comparative adjectives, possessive nouns, past progressive tense, superlative
adjectives.
Writing: using a dictionary; creating poetry using lists; writing using a flow diagram;
descriptive writing; using an index.

Mathematics

Tables Test every Thursday.
Number: counting in steps of 2,3,5 and 10,comparing and ordering numbers using <
> and =, numbers as words, estimation, doubling and halving, Fractions - quarter, half,
third. Subtraction, addition, multiplication and division.
Shape, Space and Measuring: 3D shapes - vertices, faces and edges. Weight in grams
and kilograms. Measuring length in centimetres. Measuring capacity in litres and
millilitres. Coins to make different amounts.
Data Handling: Venn diagrams. Sorting colour and shape. Tally charts, tables.
Problem Solving: arrays, 1 and 2 step word problems. Number puzzles, coins to make
different amounts.

Science

The life cycle.
Personal safety.
Exercise, healthy food and personal hygiene.

French

6/1 Feast of the Kings.
Listening & responding to more classroom instructions.
Introduce the weather chart.
Revising numbers and extending to 21.
Learning colours.
Introducing the alphabet.
Letter formation.
April Fool’s day.
Easter.
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History

John Boyd Dunlop.
Robert Bruce and the Spider.
The Wooden Horse of Troy.
Louis Braille.
Florence Nightingale.
Local history - Gladstone Pottery.

Geography

Compass and direction review.
Great Britain - countries, capital cities, oceans and seas, flags.
Home and abroad - Barnaby Bear.
Weather.
An Island home.

ICT

General Computing Skills.
Bookabi - iPads.
Maths Whizz.
Poplet - iPads.
Word processing.
Purple Mash - geography maps.
Vehicle designs - Purple Mash.
Child friendly search engines for research.
2Publish - information leaflets.
Skoolbo - literacy and numeracy skills.
Google Classroom.

R.S.

Religious festivals and Bible stories: The Prodigal son.
Special occasions.
The Lost Sheep.
The Easter Story.

P.E.

Swimming, netball/rugby, gymnastics, ball skills.

Music

Exploring pitch and rhythm.
Learn to read basic music notation.
Continue to make progress on the recorder.
Learn the songs for the play.
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Art

Develop visual language skills.
Develop recording from observation skills.
Develop understanding of formal elements and begin to apply them in specific
pictures.
Experimentation with materials.
Create imagery from gardens, plants and insects.Develop leaf prints. Develop
knowledge of colour mixing.

D&T

Design brief to design a placemat and coaster on the theme of gardens. Working
through a design booklet. Design and make a Mother’s Day and Easter Card.
Make leaf creatures.

PSHCEE

Dreams and Goals.
Healthy Me.

